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SUMMARY

Oncogenic transformation by adenovirus small e1a depends on simultaneous interactions with the 

host lysine acetylases p300/CBP and the tumor suppressor RB. How these interactions influence 

cellular gene expression remains unclear. We find that e1a displaces RBs from E2F transcription 

factors and promotes p300 acetylation of RB1 K873/K874 to lock it into a repressing 

conformation that interacts with repressive chromatin-modifying enzymes. These repressing p300-
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e1a-RB1 complexes specifically interact with host genes that have unusually high p300 

association within the gene body. The TGFβ-, TNF-, and interleukin-signaling pathway 

components are enriched among such p300-targeted genes. The p300-e1a-RB1 complex 

condenses chromatin in a manner dependent on HDAC activity, p300 lysine acetylase activity, the 

p300 bromodomain, and RB K873/K874 and e1a K239 acetylation to repress host genes that 

would otherwise inhibit productive virus infection. Thus, adenovirus employs e1a to repress host 

genes that interfere with viral replication.

INTRODUCTION

Adenovirus (Ad) E1A is a classic DNA virus oncogene (Weinberg, 2013). When expressed 

alone, small E1A (hereafter called “e1a”) (Figure 1A) causes G1-arrested cells to enter S 

phase (Ghosh and Harter, 2003). In cooperation with Ad E1B (Branton et al., 1985) or 

G12V HRAS (Ruley, 1983), e1a stably transforms rodent cells. Two interactions with host 

cell proteins are essential for e1a-induced cell transformation in cooperation with G12V 

HRAS: an interaction with RB family proteins (RB1, RBL1 [p107], and RBL2 [p130], 

hereafter referred to as “RBs”) and an interaction with the closely related nuclear lysine 

acetylases (KATs) p300 and CBP (Pelka et al., 2008). (Hereafter we refer to both p300 and 

CBP simply as “P300.”).

E2F transcription factors regulate genes required to enter S phase (Dick and Rubin, 2013). 

In G1, G0 end-differentiated (Chong et al., 2009), and senescent cells (Chicas et al., 2010), 

RB proteins bind to E2F activation domains (ADs) (Lee et al., 2002; Xiao et al., 2003) 

repressing E2F-regulated genes by both masking the AD and by inducing repressive 

chromatin structure through interactions with chromatin-modifying enzymes (Dick and 

Rubin, 2013). In cycling cells, RBs are phosphorylated by cyclin D-CDK4/6 and cyclin 

E/A-CDK2, causing them to change conformation and dissociate from E2Fs and repressing 

chromatin-modifying complexes (Dick and Rubin, 2013), derepressing hundreds of genes 

required to enter S phase. e1a derepresses these same genes by directly displacing 

unphosphorylated RBs from E2Fs (Bagchi et al., 1990; Fattaey et al., 1993; Ikeda and 

Nevins, 1993), which explains why the e1a-RB interaction promotes entry into S phase. In 

contrast, the explanation for why e1a must bind P300 to transform cells is less clear.

Interestingly, an e1a mutant defective for binding RBs and a second e1a mutant defective for 

binding P300 do not complement for transformation, suggesting that a single e1a molecule 

must interact with both P300 and RBs to transform cells (Wang et al., 1995). Although there 

is negative cooperativity in the binding of both RB1 and a CBP TAZ2 domain to the same 

e1a molecule (Ferreon et al., 2013), such trimeric complexes form in vivo (Wang et al., 

1995) and in vitro (Ferreon et al., 2013). In such complexes, e1a promotes acetylation of 

RB1 K873/K874 by P300, inhibiting binding of cyclin-CDKs to RB1 and hence RB1 

phosphorylation during the cell cycle (Chan et al., 2001). P300 also acetylates e1a K239, 

inhibiting binding of importin-α3 to a NLS at the e1a C terminus (Madison et al., 2002).

How do the e1a-RB, e1a-P300 interactions and RB-e1a-P300 complexes influence cellular 

gene expression? To address these questions, we constructed Ad vectors for wild-type (WT) 

e1a and mutants completely defective for interactions with the RBs or P300. We performed 
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RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) when infected cells were entering S phase. Mechanisms 

underlying the observed changes in expression were explored by chromatin 

immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) of RNA polymerase II (pol2), p300, RB1, and 

posttranslationally modified histones. We found that RB1 is enriched at E2F sites of genes 

activated by the e1a-RB interaction, much more than p130 or p107. This may help to explain 

why RB1, and not RBL1 or RBL2, is a tumor suppressor. Further, the results suggest why the 

e1a-P300 interaction is required for transformation. Importantly, e1a did not completely 

inhibit histone acetylation by P300. Instead, e1a regulated P300 HAT activity differently at 

different promoters and enhancers. We discovered an unexpected mechanism of e1a 

repression by targeting hypophosphorylated RB1 and p300 to the gene bodies of repressed 

genes. Fluorescently tagged proteins allowed direct visualization of e1a-driven chromatin 

condensation by a p300-e1a-RB1 complex, dependent on p300 KAT activity, the p300 

bromodomain, and acetylation of RB1 and e1a. Our data suggest that e1a exploits the RBs 

displaced from E2Fs, locked into a repressing conformation by P300 acetylation, to repress 

host cell genes in pathways that would otherwise inhibit viral replication. Further, our data 

may explain why primate Ads express small e1a as well as large E1A.

RESULTS

Mutants Defective for Binding Either RBs or P300

Small e1a binds RBs through two interactions: one with the N-terminal ~10 aa of conserved 

region 1 (CR1) and one through the LXCXE region of CR2 (Lee et al., 1998; Liu and 

Marmorstein, 2007) (Figure 1B, blue). To completely eliminate e1a binding to RBs, we 

deleted CR2 (e1a aa 112–128) and mutated L43, L46, and Y47 to A, mutations that 

individually reduce the affinity of e1a CR1 for the RB1-pocket domain by 10-fold or more 

(Liu and Marmorstein, 2007). To eliminate the e1a-P300 TAZ2 (CH3) domain interaction, 

we constructed a multisite mutant based on the high-resolution structure of the e1a-CBP 

TAZ2 complex (Ferreon et al., 2009): R2G, E59A, V62A, F66A, and E68A. These 

mutations eliminate several e1a-TAZ2 electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions and mutate 

the N-terminal region that binds to the other side of TAZ2 relative to e1a residues 53–83 in 

CR1 (Figure 1B). We call the mutants e1aRB-binding minus (e1aRBb−) and e1a P300-

binding minus (e1aP300b−) because they fail to coimmunoprecipitate RBs or p300/CBP, 

respectively, from extracts of transfected HeLa cells or infected IMR90 cells but bind the 

alternative interacting protein comparably to WT e1a (Figure 1C; Figures 1A–S1G available 

online). These mutants were incorporated into Ad5-vectors in the dl1500 background with a 

deletion of the unique E1A 13S mRNA splice site (Montell et al., 1984). Since large E1A is 

primarily responsible for activating other viral promoters (Montell et al., 1984; Winberg and 

Shenk, 1984), these vectors express only very low levels of the other viral early regions 

compared to WT Ad5. The vector expressing WT e1a drove contact-inhibited primary 

IMR90 fibroblasts into S phase ~20 hr postinfection (p.i.) (Figures S1H and S1I).

e1a-Regulated Cellular mRNA Expression

Contact-inhibited IMR90 cells arrested in G1 were mock infected; infected with dl312, an 

Ad5 mutant with a deletion of E1A (Jones and Shenk, 1979), with the Ad vectors expressing 

WT or mutant e1a; or coinfected with the e1aRBb− and e1aP300b− vectors. e1aRBb− 
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accumulated to lower level than e1a WT or e1aP300b− when the vectors were infected at the 

same multiplicity of infection (MOI). Consequently, the e1aRBb− vector was used at 4-fold 

higher MOI to achieve nearly equal levels of WT and mutant e1a’s (Figure S1J). RNA-seq 

was performed with two biological replicates at 24 hr p.i. (Table S1). Genes with a 

difference in expression between mock- and WT e1a vector-infected cells of 2-fold or more 

and p < 0.01 for WT e1a between the two experiments are shown in Figure 1D and Table 

S2. Genes were clustered according to whether the change in expression required the e1a-

RB, e1a-P300, both, or neither interaction. Expression of a representative gene and boxplots 

of expression levels for each cluster are shown in Figures S1K and S1L.

The e1a-RB interaction controlled expression of the largest cluster of activated genes 

(Figure 1D, ac1). The ac1 gene ontology is overwhelmingly enriched for S phase genes 

(Figure 2A; Table S3), amply confirming the generalization that most genes required for S 

phase are regulated by E2F activators repressed in G1 and G0 by RB-proteins. Detailed 

studies of the time course of changes in host gene expression following infection with WT 

Ad2 and closely related Ad5 have been performed in G1-arrested IMR90 cells and primary 

human foreskin fibroblasts using microarrays (Miller et al., 2007; Zhao et al., 2003), as well 

as RNA-seq at 12 and 24 hr p.i. (Zhao et al., 2012). The most highly induced genes had gene 

ontologies of DNA replication and cell cycle. These authors suggested this was due to E1A 

displacement of RBs from E2Fs. Our data show that this is indeed the case. Figure S2A 

compares genes regulated by WT Ad2 at 24 hr p.i to our data with the WT e1a vector. While 

there was considerable overlap in genes induced/repressed by the WT e1a vector compared 

to Ad2, larger numbers of genes were induced/repressed by Ad2. This is probably because 

of expression of all viral genes in Ad2-infected cells by 24 hr p.i. Also, we used very 

stringent criteria for classifying genes as induced/repressed (p < 0.01 in duplicate 

experiments) to maximize the opportunity of detecting similar trends in histone 

modifications and pol2, p300, and RB1 association among genes in the individual clusters.

ChIP-seq for pol2 (Figure 2B) showed that at ac1 promoters in mock-infected, G1-arrested 

cells there were on average small peaks of pol2 at ~+50 to +100 and ~−100 to −200, 

presumably due to pol2 that initiated transcription in the sense and antisense directions and 

then paused (Core et al., 2008; Seila et al., 2008). In dl1500-infected cells expressing e1a, 

there was a large increase in the pol2 peak for sense strand transcription, but not for 

antisense transcription. This e1a-induced increase in sense-oriented pol2 near the TSS 

strongly suggests that ac1 mRNAs increase because of increased transcription.

We anticipated that ac1 genes would have a peak of E2Fs near the TSS. Consequently we 

analyzed available ChIP-seq data for E2Fs 1 and 4 from HeLa cells (Bernstein et al., 2012), 

because we expected that genes required for S phase would be activated by E2Fs similarly in 

different human cell types. For example, similar genes are activated in RB1-deficient 

fibroblasts and pituitary and thyroid tumor cells (Black et al., 2003). Indeed, peaks of E2F1 

and E2F4 were observed well above the average for all genes at ac1 promoters (Figure 2C) 

and not at genes in the other e1a-activated (Figure S2B) or repressed clusters (data not 

shown). Analysis of our ChIP-seq data for all three RBs in arrested IMR90 cells (Ferrari et 

al., 2012) showed peaks at ac1 promoters coincident with the E2F peaks (Figures 2C, 2D, 

and S3). Comparing the significance of peak heights relative to all ChIP data across the 
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genome showed that RB1 association with ac1 promoters was significantly greater than for 

RBL2 (p130) or RBL1 (p107). Although each of the RB-family members was 

immunoprecipitated with a different specific antibody, the average ChIP-seq p value across 

all promoters was similar for each RB (Figure S2C). The much larger signal for RB1 at ac1 

genes suggests that RB1 is the predominant RB family member at ac1 promoters. Examples 

include CCNE2 (cyclin E), the critical regulator of S phase entry, MCM2, and MCM3 

(Figure 2E). e1a expression following infection with dl1500 decreased the average signal for 

RB1 at ac1 promoters more than 2-fold compared to cells infected with the E1A mutant 

(Figures 2E and 2F), demonstrating that e1a displaces RB1 from E2Fs in vivo, as it does in 

vitro.

The average peak of p300 at ac1 TSSs doubled in response to e1a (Figures 2G and S3). 

H3K18 and H3K27 are acetylated primarily by P300 (Horwitz et al., 2008; Jin et al., 2011). 

Surprisingly, although ac1 genes were repressed by RBs in the G1-arrested cells, H3K27 

was acetylated to a significant extent at ac1 promoters (Figure 2H, 3A, and S3). The average 

H3K27ac downstream peak at ac1 promoters was slightly reduced by e1a, while the 

upstream peak fell considerably (Figure 2H). This differs from the profile in asynchronous 

IMR90 cells with ~50% of cells in S phase, where the upstream H3K27ac peak was higher 

(Hawkins et al., 2010) (Figure S2S). In contrast to ac1 genes, e1a decreased H3K27ac at 

most other promoters (Figures S2K, S2L, and S4C), including promoters of the other e1a-

activated clusters (Figure S4B), intergenic regions, and introns, resulting in extensive global 

H3K27 deacetylation (Figures 3B–3E), even though there was little change in the sharp 

peaks of p300 association in intergenic regions (e.g., Figure S5).

H3K18 is the other histone tail lysine acetylated primarily by P300. In contrast to H3K27, 

H3K18ac was low at ac1 promoters in G1-arrested mock-infected cells and increased greatly 

in response to e1a, primarily in the downstream direction (Figures 2I, 3A, and S3). Again, 

this was in contrast to asynchronous IMR90 cells where the upstream H3K18ac peak was 

higher (Figure S2T). Consequently, acetylation of the two histone tail substrates for P300, 

H3K18 and H3K27, was regulated differently by e1a at the activated promoters, whereas 

both H3K18ac and H3K27ac decreased dramatically at repressed promoters, intergenic 

regions, and introns (Figures 3B–3E, S2M, S2N, S4, and S5).

Like H3K27, H3K9 was acetylated at ac1 promoters in the G1- arrested mock-infected cells 

(Figure 2J). H3K9ac did not change significantly when the ac1 promoters were derepressed 

by e1a displacement of RB1. In contrast to H3K27ac and H3K18ac, e1a did not appreciably 

alter H3K9 at promoters of the other activated gene clusters (Figure S4A) or most intergenic 

regions (Figures 3B, 3C, and S4D). Similarly, H3K4me1 changes were modest in response 

to e1a (Figures 2K, S3, and S5).

RNA from ac4 genes increased 2-fold or more in response to WT e1a and both of the e1a 

mutants (Figures 1D and S1L). These genes may be regulated by e1a interactions with other 

host proteins besides RBs or P300 (Pelka et al., 2008). In this regard, it is interesting that 

while E2F binding motifs were highly enriched in ac1 promoters, as expected, other TF 

binding motifs were enriched in other clusters (Table S4). While E2Fs do not appear to be 

the major activators for clusters ac2–ac4, they may contribute to activation of some genes in 
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these clusters, accounting for the small reduction in RNA in cells expressing e1aRBb− 

compared to WT e1a (Figure 1D, ac4), the small peaks of E2F association at the TSS in the 

average E2F profiles (Figure S2B), and the detection of E2F sites with less significant p 

values at ac3 and ac4 promoters (Table S4).

e1a Regulation of mRNA Stability

In contrast to ac1 and ac4 genes, e1a did not greatly increase pol2 or modify chromatin at 

ac2 and ac3 genes (Figures 4A–4E), even though their RNAs increased by >2. This suggests 

that the increased RNA results from posttranscriptional regulation. Indeed, the stability of 

mRNA from CXCL1 in ac2 and CXCL2 in ac3 encoding small cytokines increased 

dramatically in cells expressing e1a, as indicated by Actinomycin D chase experiments 

(Figures 4F and 4G). CXCL1 was assigned to ac2 because e1aRBb− induced it slightly more 

than 2-fold, but its activation by WT e1a and the e1a mutants was very similar to that of 

CXCL2, CXCL3, and IL8, another CXCL cytokine in cluster ac3 (Figure S2E). Remarkably, 

induction of these cytokines was not observed after infection with the e1aRBb− or 

e1aP300b− vectors or by coinfection of the two vectors (Figures 1D, right, and S2E). As 

discussed above, this implies that induction of these cytokines requires RB and P300 

binding to the same e1a molecule.

e1a-Mediated Repression

e1a significantly repressed slightly more host genes than it activated (Figure 1D). The 

largest cluster of repressed genes (rc1) required the e1a-P300 interaction for repression. rc1 

genes are enriched for secreted glycoproteins comprising the extracellular matrix and were 

expressed at higher level than any of the other e1a-regulated clusters (Table S3; Figure 

S1L). Since production of extracellular matrix is a major function of fibroblasts, repression 

of these genes contributes to the dedifferentiation of cells induced by e1a (Pelka et al., 

2008). This repression of abundantly expressed cellular genes may make more of the host 

cell RNA and protein synthesis capacity available for expression of viral genes. e1a 

decreased pol2 at the TSS and throughout the transcribed regions of rc1, rc3, and rc4 genes 

and at the TSS of rc2 genes (Figure 5A). Consequently, e1a repression is largely the result 

of decreased transcription. p300 association with the repressed promoters was either 

unchanged or increased (Figure 5B), although H3K18ac and H3K27ac, as well as H3K9ac, 

were reduced by e1a expression (Figure S4A–S4C).

The pol2 ChIP-seq data revealed that the number of genes classified as repressed by WT e1a 

on the basis of the RNA-seq data is probably an underestimate of the number of 

transcription-ally repressed genes. For example, for the most abundantly expressed gene in 

IMR90 cells, COL1A1, pol2 association with the TSS and transcribed region in dl1500-

infected cells fell to less than half the level in mock-infected cells, whereas COL1A1 RNA 

fell less than 2-fold (Figure S6A). This is probably because COL1A1 mRNA is relatively 

stable, and consequently, the fall in COL1A1 RNA occurs more slowly following inhibition 

of transcription than for less stable mRNAs. To better estimate the number of repressed and 

activated genes, we summed the pol2 ChIP-seq signal from the annotated TSS to the TTS 

from mock- and dl1500-infected cells. Of 24,507 annotated human genes, 3,944 (16%) had a 
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drop in total pol2 ChIP-seq signal across the gene to ≤0.5 the mock-infected level. A total of 

1,874 (7.6%) had an increase in total pol2.

e1a Control of Genes Induced in Response to Ad Infection

RNA-seq of cells infected with the E1A deletion mutant dl312 revealed cellular genes 

induced or repressed by Ad infection in the absence of e1a (Figure 5C; Table S5). e1a 

prevented induction/repression of the majority, but not all, of these genes. The e1a-regulated 

genes were clustered according to whether e1aP300b− or e1aRBb− also activated or 

repressed expression ≥2-fold. Of the genes whose induction was inhibited by e1a dependent 

on the e1a-P300 interaction (ka1), CDKN1A encoding the p21CIP inhibitor of cyclin-CDKs 

was the most abundantly expressed. ka1 genes also include SESN2, an mTOR inhibitor 

(Figures S6B and S6C).

Most of the cellular genes repressed by infection with the E1A mutant are in cluster kr1 

(Figure 5C). e1a prevents repression of these genes via the e1a-RB interaction. The gene 

ontology of kr1 genes is overwhelmingly related to the cell cycle (p = 1.4 × 10−34). These 

genes probably are repressed by infection with the E1A mutant, because a DNA damage 

response is activated by the termini of the viral DNA in the absence of E1B and E4 

functions (Weitzman and Ornelles, 2005).

High p300 and RB1 throughout the Transcribed Region of Repressed Genes

Repression of the largest cluster of e1a-repressed genes (rc1) required the e1a-P300 

interaction (Figure 1D) and was associated with hypoacetylation of H3K18 and H3K27 at 

their promoters and associated intronic and intergenic regions (Figures 3B, 3C, S4B, S4C, 

and S5). These results suggest that e1a inhibits P300 HAT activity at repressed promoters 

and intergenic regions. But since not all genes are repressed, what distinguishes repressed 

genes?

In analyzing p300 association with the e1a-repressed genes, we noted that the average p300-

association within their transcribed regions was higher than for a group of genes expressed 

at similar level but whose expression was not altered by e1a (Figure 6A). This surprising 

association of p300 throughout the transcribed region of repressed genes, in contrast to the 

sharp peaks of p300 in most other regions of the genome (e.g., Figure S5), was particularly 

striking for 76 genes in TRAIL, TNF, TGFβ, and interleukin-signaling pathways that might 

otherwise inhibit fibroblast cell cycling and viral replication (Figures 6B and 6E; Table S6). 

e1a induced greater p300 association with these genes at the promoter and a few kb 

upstream, and even more so throughout the transcribed region (Figure 6B). RB1 also was 

observed at the promoter and spread throughout the bodies of these genes, and also 

increased in response to e1a (Figure 6C). At the same time, e1a substantially diminished 

pol2 association with these genes (Figure 6D). Examples of repressed genes in this group 

include THBS1 and CTGF, important activators of TGFβ signaling (Figure 6F). The 

e1aP300b− and e1aRBb− mutants failed to cause the increase in RB1 association (Figure 

S6B). These results indicate that e1a represses genes that have high P300 association within 

the gene body before infection and that for genes such as THBS1, CTGF, CYR61, KLF6, and 
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KLF10 (Table S6) in the TGFβ signaling pathway, repression is associated with increased 

p300 and RB1 throughout the transcribed region.

This high level of p300 and RB1 association with the transcribed region was most obvious 

for the 76 genes in Table S6. However, repression of all the genes in the large rc1 cluster 

was significantly greater in cells infected with the e1a WT vector than in cells coinfected 

with the e1aP300b− and e1aRBb− vectors (Figure 6G), even though the level of e1a proteins 

was similar in both groups of cells (Figure S1J). This result suggests that, while repression 

of rc1 genes required primarily the e1a-P300 TAZ2 domain interaction, the e1a-RB 

interaction contributed to the full extent of repression by WT e1a. Genes in cluster rc3 

required e1a interaction with both P300 and RBs for >2-fold repression (Figures 1D and 

S1L), including proapoptotic IFIT1 and IFIT2, repressed much less by e1aP300b− plus 

e1aRBb− than by WT e1a (Figures S6D and S6E).

Chromatin Condensation by a P300-e1a-RB Complex, Dependent on P300 Acetylation of 
RB1 and e1a

Earlier, using ChIP-chip, we observed that cross-linking of total histone H3 increased in 

response to e1a at promoter regions of repressed genes with increased p300 and RB1/p130 

association (Ferrari et al., 2008). We therefore asked whether e1a causes chromatin 

condensation, accounting for the increased H3 cross-linking. To assay chromatin 

condensation, we used a microscopic method that allowed direct observation of chromatin 

condensation by HP1 (Verschure et al., 2005). The method utilizes CHO cells (RRE.1) 

engineered to contain ~104 lac operators amplified over a region of ~1 Mb (lacO array) in 

one chromosome. When LacI-mCherry with an N-terminal SV40 NLS (NLM) was 

expressed in these cells, the lacO array was visualized by confocal fluorescence microscopy 

spread through ~5%–10% of the nuclear volume (Figure 7A). When e1a fused to NLS-LacI-

mCherry (e1a-NLM) was expressed, the lacO array condensed into a much smaller volume 

in the confocal slice with the largest area of red fluorescence (Figure 7A). Array areas 

measured in ~100 cells had a mean value in cells expressing e1a-NLM ~1/2 that of the area 

in cells expressing NLM, the difference being highly significant (p < 0.0001) (Figure 7D). 

However, no difference was observed when e1aRBb− or e1aP300b− mutants were fused to 

NLM, when e1aRBb−-NLM and e1aP300b−-NLM were coexpressed, or when e1a was not 

fused to LacI (Figures 7D and S7A–S7C). Thus, WT e1a binding to the lacO array caused 

~4-fold condensation in volume, dependent on simultaneous e1a interactions with both P300 

and RBs. Further, no condensation was observed when e1a with eight ala-nines substituted 

into the e1a p400 binding region from 25–36 (Fuchs et al., 2001) (e1aP400b−) was fused to 

NLM (Figure S7D).

We found that HDAC activity also was required for chromatin condensation, as treatment of 

transfected cells with the HDAC inhibitor trichostatin A for 4 hr before fixation reversed 

e1a-NLM condensation (Figure 7E). Interestingly, a large E1A-NLM fusion failed to 

condense the lacO array (Figure S7D). This may be because E1A CR3 (Figure 1A) 

associates with several HATs contributing to CR3-dependent activation (Ablack et al., 2012; 

Pelka et al., 2009a, 2009b). This may reverse histone hypoacetylation required for e1a-

induced condensation.
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E1A induces P300 acetylation of RB1 at K873 and K874 near the RB1 C terminus by 

targeting p300 KAT activity to these lysines in a p300-E1A-RB1 complex (Chan et al., 

2001). Acetylation at these sites in RB1 inhibits RB1 phosphorylation by cyclin-CDKs, 

inhibiting progression into S phase. Consistent with this, we observed coelution of p300, 

e1a, and RB1 by gel filtration of nuclear extract from e1a-expressing 293 cells, but not from 

HeLa cells lacking e1a (Figure 7B). Also, in IMR90 cells stimulated to enter S phase by 

infection with dl1500, RB1 phosphorylation at several cyclin-CDK target sites was 

inhibited, despite induction of cyclin E (Figure S1K) and high CDK2 kinase activity in 

extracts of the same cells (Figure 7C). To determine if p300 KAT activity required to 

acetylate these RB1 sites is required for chromatin condensation, we overexpressed a p300 

AT2 mutant having greatly attenuated KAT activity (Kraus et al., 1999). This prevented 

condensation by e1a-NLM but did not alter the size of the larger array observed with NLM 

alone (Figure 7F). Interestingly, p300 with a bromodomain deletion also interfered with e1a-

induced chromatin condensation (Figure 7F). In addition, expression of RB1 with arginine 

substitutions at K873/874 also inhibited condensation, but not expression of RB1 K873Q/

K874Q, chemical mimics of acetylated lysines (Figure 7G).

P300 acetylates e1a at K239 (Zhang et al., 2000; Madison et al., 2002). e1a K239R also 

prevented condensation, as well as greatly reducing colocalization of YFP-P300 with e1a-

NLM at the array, while mutant K239Q did not (Figures S7E–S7G). e1a K239 acetylation 

was reported to inhibit binding of corepressors CtBP1/2 to the e1a C terminus (Zhang et al., 

2000), although contradictory results have been reported (Madison et al., 2002). In either 

case, CtBP binding is not required for condensation, since mutation of the e1a PXDLS 

consensus CtBP binding site (233–237) to ALAAA did not inhibit array condensation 

(Figure 7D). We conclude that chromatin condensation by a complex of P300/p400-e1a-

RB1 requires acetylation of RB1 K873/K874 and e1a K239 by p300 and the p300 

bromodomain.

DISCUSSION

This analysis of host cell gene expression in response to Ad small e1a and e1a mutants 

reveal how the e1a interactions with RBs and the TAZ2 (CH3) domain of p300/CBP (P300) 

regulate host cell gene expression. For the most part, the two interactions regulate genes 

independently. Genes in the largest group of activated genes, ac1 (Figure 1D), are activated 

by the e1a-RB interactions independently of e1a-P300 interactions. The e1a-P300 TAZ2 

domain interaction is responsible for most e1a host cell gene repression (Figure 1D, rc1). In 

addition, e1a activation and repression of a smaller number of host genes requires e1a 

interactions with both RBs and P300. Many of these are not properly regulated by a 

combination of e1aRBb− and e1aP300b−, suggesting that e1a regulation of this class of 

genes requires formation of a trimeric P300-e1a-RB complex (Wang et al., 1995). Also, our 

mutants may possibly affect one of the many other e1a-host protein interactions reported 

(Pelka et al., 2008).

e1a interactions with RB1 and CBP are examples of binding-induced folding of an 

intrinsically unstructured polypeptide (Ferreon et al., 2009, 2013). Nonetheless, there is 

great complexity in the spatially and chemically complementary interactions at the e1a-RB 
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and e1a-TAZ2 interfaces. Because of the specificity of these interactions, it is likely that 

genes activated by WT e1a but not by e1aRBb− (ac1 genes, Table S2) comprise the cellular 

genes regulated principally by E2F-RB complexes in G1-arrested primary IMR90 cells. RB1 

is the primary RB-family member binding to E2Fs at promoters of these genes. This helps to 

explain why RB1 is a tumor suppressor, and not p130 or p107. Further, Chicas et al. (2010) 

found that induction of senescence is more dependent on RB1 than p130 or p107, likely 

contributing to its unique function as a tumor suppressor.

e1a Regulates Histone Acetylation by P300 Differently at Different Loci

e1a was reported to inhibit the histone acetylase (HAT) activity of P300 in vitro 

(Chakravarti et al., 1999). But this is due to competitive inhibition by e1a, which is also a 

substrate, as opposed to allosteric regulation (Madison et al., 2002). Our results indicate that 

in the cell, e1a regulation of P300 is subtler than simply inhibiting their HAT activities 

indiscriminately. H3K18 and H3K27 are acetylated principally by P300 in vivo (Horwitz et 

al., 2008; Jin et al., 2011). At ac1 promoters, e1a induced hyperacetylation of H3K18, while 

acetylation of H3K27 was unexpectedly high at ac1 promoters in the G1-arrested cells and 

remained almost unchanged (Figures 2H and 2J). At ac2, ac3, and ac4 promoters, e1a 

increased H3K18ac but decreased H3K27ac (Figures S4B and S4C). Finally, e1a caused 

extensive H3K18 and H3K27 hypoacetylation at most other sites in the genome, including 

intergenic regions and introns that contain enhancers and at e1a-repressed promoters 

(Figures 3B, 3D, S5B, and S5C). In e1a-expressing cells, the total number of significant 

peaks of H3K27ac across the genome fell to only ~17% the level in uninfected cells. 

H3K18ac also fell in intergenic and intronic regions (Ferrari et al., 2012). How e1a might 

inhibit P300 HAT activity at some locations, but activate it at others, is presently unclear. 

We note that although H3K27ac is a mark of active enhancers (Creyghton et al., 2010), 

RNA- and pol2 ChIP-seq data indicate that for the majority of genes transcription was 

reduced <2-fold by this extensive reduction in H3K27ac in intergenic and intronic regions 

where enhancers reside.

Promoter H3K18ac Is Linked to Transcriptional Activation

It is remarkable that transcription of e1a-regulated genes correlated best with H3K18ac at 

promoters and not with H3K9ac, H3K27ac, or H3K4me1 (Figure S4). Surprisingly, 

promoter proximal nucleosomes of E2F-RB-regulated genes (cluster ac1) were highly 

acetylated on H3K9 and H3K27 in the contact-inhibited cells where these promoters are 

repressed by RB1. These promoters may be in a chromatin structure that is poised for 

activation in primary fibroblasts, since these genes must be activated rapidly during one of 

the most important fibroblast functions—wound healing—which requires prompt fibroblast 

replication. What mechanism would couple final H3K18ac to transcription? TRIM33, a 

coactivator of SMAD TFs, has a PHD-bromodomain cassette that binds H3K18ac through 

its bromodomain and a neighboring H3K9me3 through its PHD domain, displacing HP1 to 

derepress TGFβ target genes (Xi et al., 2011). H3K9 is trimethylated at RB-repressed Cdc6 

and CcnA promoters before e1a activation in serum-depleted NIH 3T3 cells (Ghosh and 

Harter, 2003; Sha et al., 2010), so TRIM33 may bind H3K18ac in these cells. Further 

studies will be required to identify what interacts with H3K18ac at e1a-activated ac1 

promoters in IMR90 cells.
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Activation of Small CXCL Cytokine Genes by mRNA Stabilization

e1a increased CXCL1 and 2 mRNAs by stabilizing them (Figure 4). Induction of these genes 

as well as IL8 and CXCL3 requires the e1a interactions with both RBs and P300 (Figure 

1D). All of these homologous cytokines bind and activate the same GPCR, CXCR2 

(Rosenkilde and Schwartz, 2004). Stabilization of these mRNAs is a response activated by 

e1a rather than a cellular response to viral infection because they were not induced by 

infection with an E1A deletion or the vectors for e1aP300b− or e1aRBb−. It seems surprising 

that adenovirus would evolve a mechanism to activate expression of these proinflammatory 

cytokines. However, these cytokines stimulate expression of viral receptors and 

consequently increase infection of neighboring cells (Lütschg et al., 2011).

e1a probably stabilizes the CXCL cytokine mRNAs indirectly by inducing genes for 

proteins that stabilize mRNAs with AU-rich 3′ UTRs and repressing genes for proteins that 

cause degradation of such mRNAs. In this regard, it is interesting that e1a induced an 

isoform of ELAVL2 (NM_001171197) nearly 10-fold and repressed ZFP36L1 more than 2-

fold, since ELAV-family proteins stabilize mRNAs with AU-rich elements and ZFP36-

family proteins destabilize them (Mukherjee et al., 2014; Rattenbacher and Bohjanen, 2012). 

The requirement for e1a binding to both RBs and P300 may be for complete repression of 

genes that destabilize these mRNAs.

e1a Inhibition of Cellular Responses to Viral Infection may Explain Why the e1a-P300 
Interaction and a P300-e1a-RB Complex Are Required for Transformation

Previously, it was not clear why e1a must interact with P300 to transform primary cells. 

Results from cells infected with the E1AΔ mutant provide potential answers. Genes whose 

induction by E1AΔ is inhibited by WT e1a, dependent on the e1a-P300 interaction, include 

CDKN1A and stress-induced SESN2, an mTOR inhibitor (Budanov and Karin, 2008) 

(Figures S6B and S6C). Genes whose induction by E1AΔ is inhibited dependent on 

simultaneous interactions between e1a and both P300 and RBs include IFIT1 and IFIT2, 

interferon-induced proapoptotic proteins (Reich, 2013) (Figures S6D and S6E). e1a’s ability 

to inhibit induction of these genes following the stress associated with transfection likely 

contributes to the requirement for these simultaneous interactions for transformation.

A Complex of p300-e1a-RB1 Condenses Chromatin

Perhaps the most unanticipated results in these studies came from searching for a 

mechanism that accounts for e1a-repression of some, but not all, genes. The largest class of 

repressed genes requires the e1a-P300 interaction for repression (rc1, Figures 1D and S1L). 

This might suggest that e1a targets genes for repression that have P300 associated with their 

control regions. However, this includes virtually all expressed genes (Visel et al., 2009). We 

noted that e1a-repressed genes have a higher average p300 association within their 

transcribed regions, the “gene body,” compared to genes expressed at a comparable level 

that were unchanged in their expression by e1a (Figure 6A). A high level of p300 spread 

throughout the gene body in uninfected cells was observed in gene browser views of 76 

genes (Table S6) enriched for genes of the TRAIL; TGFβ; TNF; and IL1, IL3, and IL5 

signaling pathways (Figures 6B and 6E). p300 association with the bodies of these genes 

increased to high levels in response to e1a. Repression of the TGFβ and TNF pathways by 
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Ad2 and Ad5 infection was noted earlier (Zhao et al., 2012 and references therein). 

Remarkably, many of the same genes showed similar association of p300 with the gene 

body when they were induced in serum-starved T98G glioblastoma cells (Ramos et al., 

2010) (Figure S6G). However, this was associated with strong activation in T98G cells, 

whereas these same genes were repressed by e1a in IMR90 cells. This is probably because 

e1a also induced RB1 association, H3 hypoacetylation, and reduced pol2 within these gene 

bodies (Figures 6B, 6D, 6F, and S4A–S4C). Based on these data, we suggest that one 

mechanism to target e1a-repression is for e1a to associate with P300 in genes that have a 

high level of P300 throughout the gene body, coupled with e1a cobinding to 

hypophosphorylated, repressing RB proteins associated with repressing chromatin 

modifying enzymes. The association of P300 and RB1 with these gene bodies in uninfected 

IMR90 and T98G cells, and the increase in p300 and RB1 in response to serum in 

uninfected T98G cells (Figures 6B, 6C, 6F, and S6G), suggest that similar mechanisms 

regulate these genes in uninfected cells. Ad may exploit this cellular mechanism to target 

hypophosphorylated RBs to these genes, which inhibit cell cycling and promote apoptosis 

and cytokine secretion, repressing them.

While this high level of p300 and RB1 in gene bodies was observed clearly at only 76 genes, 

including three lncRNAs of unknown function (Table S6), we note that repression of the 

large rc1 cluster was significantly greater for WT e1a than for e1aP300b− plus e1aRBb− 

expressed at similar level (Figure 6G). This suggests that, although the e1a-P300 interaction 

is primarily responsible for e1a repression of rc1 genes, assembly of P300-e1a-RB 

complexes contributes to their maximal repression by WT e1a. The stronger repression of 

rc1 and rc4 genes by e1aRBb− compared to WT e1a (Figure 1D) may have resulted from the 

higher level of this mutant in these experiments (Figure S1J) or because the absence of 

negative cooperativity in the cobinding of RB and P300 (Ferreon et al., 2013) results in 

binding of the e1aRBb− mutant to a larger fraction of total cellular P300.

To explore the mechanism of e1a repression further, we employed a microscopic, cell 

biological method for directly visualizing chromatin condensation (Figure 7A). When WT 

e1a was bound to a large, extended array of lacO sites in RRE.1 CHO cells (Verschure et al., 

2005) by expression of an e1a-NLS-LacI-mCherry fusion (e1a-NLM), the volume occupied 

by the lacO array condensed to ~1/4 the volume visualized with NLM alone (Figures 7A 

and 7D). Moreover, this ability to condense chromatin required interaction of both P300 and 

RBs with the same e1a molecule, as well as the e1a interaction with p400, HDAC activity, 

the KAT activity of P300, the P300 bromo domain, and P300 acetylated lysines in RB1 and 

e1a. RB1 remained hypophoshorylated even when CDK2-cyclin E activity was induced, 

presumably because e1a-induced P300 acetylation of RB1 K873/K874 inhibits RB1 

phosphorylation by cyclin-CDKs (Chan et al., 2001). This is expected to maintain RB1 (and 

probably the other RBs) in a repressing conformation that interacts with repressing 

chromatin-modifying enzymes (Dick and Rubin, 2013). We propose that this causes 

chromatin associated with P300/p400-e1a-RB to become hypoacetylated and condensed, 

repressing transcription. In this way Ad appears to exploit RB repression complexes released 

from E2Fs by e1a by targeting them to genes that would otherwise inhibit viral replication 

(Figure 7H). P400 is a SWI/SNF chromatin remodeler. SWI/SNF complexes also function in 
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other examples of repression (Martens and Winston, 2003). The requirement of the e1a p400 

binding region (aa 25–36) (Fuchs et al., 2001) for direct visualization of e1a-mediated 

chromatin condensation (Figure S7D) is consistent with the model that remodelers can 

“close” chromatin as well as “open” it.

Importantly, large E1A did not induce chromatin condensation (Figure S7D), revealing an 

activity of small e1a that is not shared with large E1A, despite the presence of all of the 

small e1a sequence in the larger protein. This may provide an explanation for why all 

primate Ads express both proteins via alternative RNA splicing and why a mutant virus that 

cannot express small e1a because of a point mutation in the 12S mRNA 5′ splice site 

replicates as well as wild-type virus in cycling primary cells, but not in G1-arrested cells 

(Spindler et al., 1985).

The finding that the p300 bromo domain is required for e1a-mediated chromatin 

condensation is interesting in light of the required p300 acetylation of e1a and RB1. It is 

unlikely that the p300 bromo domain is required for binding to acetylated histones, since the 

repressed genes become extensively hypoacetylated (Figure 6F). P300 bromo domains 

might bind e1a K239ac and/or RB1 K873ac/K874ac to form of a lattice of multiple P300-

e1a-RB complexes through such interactions in addition to those diagrammed in Figure 1B 

(Figure 7H). Such a network of interactions might help to explain how p300 and RB1 

virtually “coat” the genes in Table S6. It might also explain why YFP-P300 showed reduced 

association with e1a-K239R at the lacO array in RRE cells (Figures S7F and S7G). Further 

studies will be required to test these ideas.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Cell Culture

IMR-90 primary human fetal lung fibroblasts (ATCC Number: CCL-186) were obtained 

from the ATTC and Sigma-Aldrich. They were grown at 37°C in Dulbecco’s modified 

Eagle’s medium plus 10% FBS, penicillin, and streptomycin in a 5% CO2 incubator until 

they reached confluence. Cells were then incubated 2 days more and were either mock 

infected or infected with the indicated Ad5-based vectors.

RNA-Seq

Low-passage IMR-90 cells were mock-infected or infected with Ad5 E1A-E1B-substituted, 

E3-deleted vectors expressing WT Ad2 small E1A proteins from the dl1520 deletion 

removing the 13S E1A mRNA 5′ splice site (Montell et al., 1984) as described in the text, 2 

days after reaching confluence. RNA was isolated 24 hr p.i. using QIAGEN RNeasy Plus 

Mini Kit. Eluted RNA was treated with Ambion DNase Treatment and Removal reagent and 

then Ambion TRIzol reagent, precipitated with isopropanol, and dissolved in sterile water. 

RNA concentration was measured with a Qubit fluorometer. One microgram of RNA was 

copied into DNA and PCR amplified with bar-coded primers for separate samples to prepare 

sequencing libraries using the Illumina TruSeq RNA Sample Preparation procedure. 

Libraries were sequenced using the Illumina HIseq-2000 to obtain 50-base-long reads. 

Sequences were aligned to the hg19 human genome sequence using TopHat v2. Fpkm 
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(fragments per kb per million mapped reads) for each annotated hg19 RefSeq transcript was 

determined using Cuffdiff v2 from Cufflinks RNA-Seq analysis tools at http://

cufflinks.cbcb.umd.edu.

ChIP-Seq

Preparation of cross-linked chromatin free of RNA, sonication, and immunoprecipitation 

was as described in (Ferrari et al., 2012). ChIP of RB1 was done using formaldehyde and 

DSG cross-linking as described (Chicas et al., 2010). Sequencing libraries were constructed 

from 1 ng of immunoprecipitated and input DNA using the NuGen Ovation Ultralow DR 

Multiplex System 1–8 kit. Analysis of sequence data was as described in Ferrari et al. 

(2012), except that the genome was tiled into 50 bp windows.

Confocal Microscopy of Transfected RRE.1 Cells

RRE.1.1 cells (Verschure et al., 2005) were plated on fibronectin-coated glass bottom 35 

mm dishes (MatTek Corporation) and transfected with 2 μg expression vector for e1a or e1a 

mutant-NLS-LacI-mCherry, or cotransfected with 2 μg WT e1a-NLS-LacI-mCherry and 2 

μg YFP-p300 or YFP-P300 mutant, or YFP-RB1, or YFP mutant RB1 in the pCDNA 

expression vector using the CMV IE enhancer/promoter with Lipofectamine 2000 

(Invitrogen). After 24 hr cells were fixed in 1.6% formaldehyde, washed in 1× PBS, 

mounted onto slides, and imaged for colocalization of mCherry and YFP using a Leica TCS 

SP2 AOBS single-photon confocal microscope using a 63×1.4-numerical-aperture oil 

immersion objective. Micrographs were analyzed with ImageJ software to subtract all 

background that was not at least 25% of maximum fluorescence and subjected to particle 

analysis in ImageJ to identify foci of fluorescence and measure their areas in μm2. The 

bromodomain deletion in YFP-P300 BDΔ included p300 amino acids 1,071–1,241. p values 

for differences between the distributions of data shown in boxplots was calculated using 

Kaleidograph to perform one way ANOVA with a Tukey’s HSD post hoc comparison. The 

“p400b−” mutant fused to SV40 NLS-lac I-mCherry (NLM) used in Figure S7D has e1a 

mutations E25A, E26A, V27A, L28A, D30A, L32A, P35A, and S36A. The “CtBPb−” 

mutant fused to NLM used in Figure 7D has e1a mutations P233A, D235A, L236A, and 

S237A.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. e1a-Regulated Host Cell Gene Expression
(A) Major E1A early mRNAs and proteins and 9 bp dl1500 deletion.

(B) Regions of e1a that bind to RBs (blue) and p300/CBP (green).

(C) e1a mutant interactions with RB1 and P300. Extracts of HeLa cells transfected with 

expression vectors for YFP-RB1 (used in Figure 7) and the indicated e1a mutants (left) or 

infected with Ad vectors for the indicated e1a mutants (right) were immunoprecipited with 

anti-e1a mAb M73 and immunobloted with anti-RB1 (left) or anti-p300 (right) antibody.

(D) Heat map of RNA increased (red) or decreased (blue) compared to mock-infected cells. 

See also Figure S1 and Tables S1, S2, S3, and S4.
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Figure 2. Gene Ontology and ChIP-Seq Data for ac1 Genes
(A) Gene ontology determined by GREAT.

(B–D and F–K) Plots of average −log10 poissonP or tag density relative to TSS for the 

indicated proteins for ac1 genes in mock and dl1500-infected cells.

(E) Genome browser maps of ChIP-seq data (seq tags) for RBs for three ac1 genes.
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Figure 3. ChIP-Seq for ac1 Genes and Global H3K27 Hypoacetylation in Response to e1a
(A) Gene browser plots of H3K18ac, H3K27ac, H3K9ac, and pol2.

(B) Venn diagrams of total significant peaks of H3K27ac in mock- and dl1500-infected cells 

and, for comparison, for H3K18ac and H3K9ac (Ferrari et al., 2012).

(C) Fraction of significant peaks shown in (B)1 at TSSs (3 kb from TSSs), intergenic 

regions (>3 kb upstream of TSSs and >3 kb downstream of polyA sites), and introns in 

mock- and dl1500-infected cells.

(D) Immunostaining of H3K27ac and H3K18ac in cells infected at MOI = 0.5.

(E) Western blots of total cell H3K27ac, H3K18ac, and total H3.
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Figure 4. e1a-Induction of CXCL1 and 2 by mRNA Stabilization
(A–D) Average pol2 ChIP-seq signal from mock- (blue) and dl1500-infected (gold) ac2 ([A] 

and [B]) and ac3 ([C] and [D]) genes.

(E) Gene browser plots of CXCL1/2.

(F and G) Plots of RNA concentration (log2(ct/c0)) versus time of exposure to actinomycin 

D in cells infected with the E1AΔ mutant, the WT e1a vector, and mock-infected cells.
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Figure 5. e1a Repression and Inhibition of Activation and Repression Induced by an E1AΔ 
Mutant
(A) Plots of average pol2 ChIP-seq signal relative to TSS and Meta-gene plots from TSS to 

TTS for e1a-repressed clusters.

(B) Average p300 ChIP-seq −log10 poisson P for e1a-repressed clusters.

(C) Heat map of genes activated (yellow) or repressed (blue) by E1AΔ-infection, clustered 

by whether the e1a-P300 (ka1), e1a-RB (ka2), both (ka3), or neither (ka4) interactions were 

required to inhibit induction 2-fold; whether induction was not inhibited by e1a (ka5); 

whether the e1a interaction with RB (kr1), P300 (kr2), or both (kr3) were required to inhibit 

repression by E1AΔ; or whether repression was not blocked by e1a (kr4). See also Table S5.
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Figure 6. Repressed Genes with p300 and RB1 throughout the Gene Body
(A) Average p300 ChIP-seq signal for rc1 genes from mock-infected cells in Meta-gene 

plots (red), the control group (blue), and the average of all annotated genes (black).

(B–D) Average ChIP-seq data for 76 genes (Table S6) that had high p300 ChIP-seq signal in 

the gene body in mock-infected cells. Meta-Gene plots of ChIP-seq data for p300 (B), RB1 

(C), and pol2 (D).

(E) GREAT gene ontology probabilities categorized as pathways for this cluster of 76 genes.

(F) Examples of Gene Browser plots of ChIP-seq data from mock- and dl1500-infected cells 

for THBS1 and CTGF.

(G) Boxplots of log2 fold repression of rc1 genes from cells infected with the WT e1a vector 

(red) or coinfected with the e1aRBb− and e1aP300b− vectors (green). See also Table S6.
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In these and subsequent box plots, the horizontal dark line is the median of the distribution; 

the box includes 50% of the data; the whiskers include 75% of the data. The p value for the 

significance of the difference between two distributions indicated by brackets was calculated 

using one-way ANOVA and a Tukey’s HSD post hoc comparison.
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Figure 7. e1a-Induced Chromatin Condensation
(A) Confocal micrographs of mCherry fluorescence in RRE.1 cells transfected with vectors 

for NLS-LacI-mCherry (NLM) and e1a-NLS-LacI-mCherry (e1a-NLM).

(B) Western blots of Superose 6 column fractions of 293 or HeLa nuclear extract.

(C) Top panel: autoradiogram of gel for CDK2 kinase activity. Lower panels: immunoblots 

for the indicated phospho-RB1 sites. Lanes from left to right were from mock-infected cells, 

cells that were split 1 to 3 into fresh media with 20% FBS 24 hr earlier, and cells infected 

with the E1AΔ mutant or dl1500.

(D–G) Boxplots of mCherry-fluorescent areas in the confocal slice with the largest area.

(H) Model for e1a regulation of host cell gene activation and repression through interactions 

with RBs and P300. See Discussion and Figure S7.
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